Low-Carbon Concrete Solutions: Macro- and Micro-Structure Evaluations of Concrete with Ground Glass Pozzolan

Abstract
The production of Portland cement (PC) is energy intensive and it has raised significant environmental concerns since one ton of cement generates almost a ton of CO₂. Most contemporary concrete applications for buildings and infrastructure use high-performance concrete (HPC) mixtures which are produced by replacing a percentage of cement with supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), consisting mainly of fly-ash and ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS or Slag). The addition of SCMs is necessary to achieve high strength, increased durability, and lower permeability of deleterious substances such as salt solutions. The added benefit of SCMs is the production of "Low-Carbon Concrete" by reducing CO₂ footprint. The inconsistent supply of fly-ash and relatively high cost of slag as SCMs in the Northeastern USA is of concern to the concrete industry. Fly-ash is a byproduct from coal burning plants which are shutting down or converting to natural gas, and Slag is a residue from steel production mainly outside of the USA. Thus, in response to the urgent need for an effective, sustainable and economical SCM to support the concrete construction, this work is focused on the macro- and microstructure evaluations of a new ground glass pozzolan (GGP) from recycled post-consumer glass. With the goal of contributing significantly to the implementation of low-carbon concrete, this research concentrates on the development of mixture designs for various applications, characterization of a new material and concrete with different percentages of cement replacement by GGP. Recent studies have shown a good potential of using GGP as an alternative SCM.
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